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Abstract: One of the essential issues in C4ISR is to properly measure the amount of 

Battlefield Situation Information (BSI), which is a key concept in the research of Situation 

Awareness and decision-making. BSI contains two mutually independent contributions 

from current status information, which describes objective state of a certain battlefield 

situation element at the moment, and from trends information, which expresses changes of 

element’s state that may occur in the future. But measure the amount of BSI has not been 

thoroughly studied before. Here we report a novel method that precisely measures the 

amount of BSI on the basis of Shannon’s information theory. Our method gives the first 

accurate quantification on current status information as well as trends information 

contained in BSI. Necessary conditions for two C2 nodes to reach a consensus in the 

process of Situation Awareness are also provided in current work. 

  

Keywords: battlefield cooperation; command and control; the amount of situation 

information; analysis definition; formal method. 

1. Introduction 

Proper measurement of the amount of Battlefield Situation Information (BSI) is 

foundation of researches like evaluating commanders’ Situation Awareness (SA) workload 

and assessing information-processing ability of C4ISR. In order to assess SA, generally 

Common Operation Picture (COP) [1] is applied as one of the main forms to depict 

battlefield environment [2]. However, sufficient information is usually necessary for COP 

approach. With insufficient information it prevents a comprehensive understanding of the 

real status. On the other hand, excessive information can lead to inefficient decision 

making because of the additional time consumed in handling the information. Thus, it is 

an urgent request to provide an efficient method that precisely measures the amount of 
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BSI contained in a COP.  

BSI contains two mutually independent contributions from current status information, 

which describes objective state of a certain battlefield situation element at the moment, 

and from trends information, which expresses changes of element’s state that may occur in 

the future. To correctly and accurately understand the BSI, both current status information 

and trend information have to be described comprehensively. In previous reports, most 

studies have only focused on current status information while neglecting trends 

information, the latter of which actually consumes the largest part of commanders’ 

cognitive resources. A model that describes the current status information as well as the 

trends information has not been reported to the best of our knowledge.  

In current work, we provide formal definitions of current status information and 

trends information, and then propose a method to accurately measure the amount of BSI 

on the basis of Shannon’s information theory [3]. Necessary conditions for two C2 nodes to 

reach a consensus in the process of Situation Awareness are also provided. Our study 

generates a solid theoretical foundation for analytical calculation about SA capability and 

paves the road for future in-depth consideration. 

2. Description of BSI  

Effective SA on the battlefield is the basis of decision making. According to the 

views of Riley and other researchers, the Ergonomics defined SA as “receiving sufficient 

warning information continuously” in 2006[4-6], and definitions of SA all point to 

“knowing what is going on”, written by Endsley in 1995[7]. And people may have some 

questions: how much information can be considered as sufficient and how much 

information must be provided in order to know what is going on? To answer these 

questions, the first problem is to measure the amount of BSI. The problem can be divided 

into three main parts: to measure the amount of information (1) that is collected from 

objective environment, (2) that operators can process, and (3) that describes the 

environmental trends. 

Therefore, we need to study the process of SA and learn what kind of information is 

collected and what the content of operator’s cognition is, and whether it is possible to 

measure the amount of different kinds of information. In this regard, we need to establish 

a BSI processing model in the first place.  

2.1 BSI processing model oriented to decision making 
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Commanders’ SA is based on repeated collection of information on the environment. 

Suppose we use “snapshots” to observe the battlefield situation, which means that after 

each time unit, a snapshot is taken to collect values of various parameters of the situation 

elements, and then the system or commanders need to comprehend these values. We 

consider this process as a discrete SA process. Parameters of the situation elements are 

named as “objective situation”, and they can be regarded as “Source” in Shannon’s 

information theory. Commanders or operators are “Destination”. Certain amount of 

information can be obtained from source via snapshot. If destination can correctly 

comprehend all the information, we believe that battlefield situation is completely 

comprehended. Details of BSI processing are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Internal relations of situation information processing system 

Although terms in Shannon’s information theory are used in this paper, there are 

intrinsic differences between SA research and information theory. Our research focuses on 

the amount of information sent by source and information processing ability of destination, 

such as the amount of information that needs to be sent, when to send the information, the 

amount of information that destination needs to process, and how much information can 

be processed. In addition, the characteristics and rules of BSI processing need to be 

discussed as well.  

2.2 Definition of BSI  

Different operators have different purposes in SA, and operators may obtain different 

information from the same situation element. Therefore, it makes less sense for us to 

generally discuss the information contained in source. We define those parameters, which 
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operators really care about, as BSI and ignore others, so that we can get some results of 

universal significance.   

Def. 1 BSI Suppose A is a COP containing multiple situation information, and 

operator B is a SA subject interested in A. Total number of parameters in A that B cares 

about is  , and values of these parameters at time t are indicated as 

(these parameters are scalars). We use ）)(,),(( 21 twwtwQ ),(t )1)((  ktwk



to represent 

value of k-th situation elements, and sequence  ),()( 21 wtwtw )(,),( twt   is a piece of 

BSI that B obtains at time t. This piece of BSI can be formally expressed as: 

}))(,),(),(()(,),(),({)( 2121 twtwtwQtwtwtwWtw     

Assume that there are tanks moving on the road (figure 2). Operator is interested in 

the position and velocity of n-th tank, so there are three parameters that this operator cares 

about, 3 . Figure 2 is a sketch showing the position of n-th tank in one-dimensional 

condition. If there is only one tank on the road and the operator only needs to know the 

position of this tank, 1 . 

                

            ↑previous position                 ↑current position  
Fig.2 Schematic diagram for situation information in one-dimensional Conditions 

In one-dimensional condition as Figure 2, there are 16 positions (numbered from 1 to 

16) on the road. When it comes to two-dimensional condition like Figure 3, there are 

totally 64 positions and each position has its own number, too. 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Fig.3 Schematic diagram for situation information in two-dimensional Conditions 

3. BSI Measurement  

Situation describes both current status of elements at the moment and the trends 
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which express changes of elements’ state that may occur in the future. Therefore, we 

should analyze situation from two aspects: current status and trends. For instance, position 

of a tank at the moment is current state, and possible positions at next moment are trends. 

Therefore, only knowing current position of the tank is not enough. Furthermore, current 

status information is perception information, and trend is comprehension information. 

Combine these two kinds of information with prior knowledge, then we can get projection 

information.  

3.1 Measurement of current status information 

In Figure 2, position of a tank at present is current status information. Suppose a tank 

is at position a at the moment, we can identify a by asking questions like “Is it between 1 

to 8 or not”. Since there are 16 possible positions, we can determine a in asking 4 times.    

S is the amount of current status information. According to calculation method 

mentioned in Shannon’s information theory, for position information of the tank in Figure 

2, . Equation 416loglog 22  aS aS 2log  is used to measure the amount of 

current status information. This means, in Figure 2, an operator can get right position of a 

tank if he has the ability to process no less than 4bit information in a time unit. 

Def. 2 The amount of current status information. At time , if there are a 

possible values of 

0t

)1)((  ktwk (one parameter of a situation element), the amount of 

current status information S about this situation element is: 

)1(log)( 20 atS   

3.2 Measurement of trends information 

Kierkegaard once said “Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived 

forwards” [8]. Therefore, we need to compare the past moment and present time in order to 

analyze trends information, otherwise trends of situation elements cannot be understood. 

Suppose a tank in Figure 2 is at position 3, and it moves to position 9 after one time 

unit. In order to understand trends of this tank’s movement, we need to analyze changes 

turned out in this time unit. b is the number of possible changes. In this scenario, changes 

are ranged from 0 to 15, so (In figure 3, b is Euclidean distance between the two 

positions,

16b

2
0 )yy 2

0 ()max xxb  －（

Def. 3 The amount of trends information. In time period

). It will take no more than 4 times asking to 

determine b if we use questions like “Is it between 0 to 7”.  

t , the number of possible 
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changes of )1)((  ktwk is b, and then the amount of trends information in this period is 

T (the dimension is bit): 

)2(log)( 2 btT   

Discussion 1:

3.3 Measurement of B

 In definition 3, it’s easy to understand that b is related to time period. 

In c

paper is scalar, information measurement method 

prop

SI 

ss both current status information and trends information 

to ha

n” Hypothesis of SA (M-S Hypothesis): Assuming there 

are s

current status awareness 

and t

erator is interested in n elements. The 

amou

ase of long observation time, range of possible changes is large, and vice versa. 

Therefore, for a uniform changed situation element, longer observation time makes larger 

b, and the amount of trends information is larger as well. In practice, observation time is 

tightly related to the response time requirements for a certain situation. This paper 

assumes that update cycle of BSI is fixed, and then the amount of trends information is 

equivalent in each update cycle.     

Discussion 2: As BSI in this 

osed in the paper is not suitable for vectors. Nevertheless, we can decompose a vector 

into two or more scalars and each scalar changes over time. So we can measure the 

amount of information in these scalar components at first and then combine them together, 

in order to determine the amount of information in the vector. 

Commanders should proce

ve right SA. In fact, people’s awareness of something is not completed at once but 

step by step. For example, when we observe a pedestrian, we may firstly observe his 

position and then concentrate on his velocity. Although there are some relationships 

between these two processes which decide results of your observation, the processes to get 

current status information and trends information are separated from each other. So we 

make hypothesis as below:   

“Merger and Separatio

eries elements in a situation, and awareness of these elements is divided into two parts: 

awareness of “current status” and that of “trends”. After these independent awareness 

processes are completed, all the cognition results can be combined at once, on the basis of 

experience and relations between elements, by operator’s brain.  

According to M-S hypothesis, we assume that outcomes of 

rends awareness can be linear superimposed. 

Def. 4 The amount of BSI. Suppose an op

nt of “current status” information of element i is iS , and the amount of “trends” 
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information of the element is iT . According to M-S hypothesis, the amount of BSI that 

this operator needs to process can be expressed as: 

  
n n

SSASA
 

n

i
i

i i
ii T

11 1

   （3） 

In the above-mentioned tank movement example, the amount of BSI 

isn’t able to process 8bi

nd “trend” are different (i.e. one is 

direc

ator can process bits 

infor

bitaTS 8log2 2  . That means the operator cannot get right and complete SA if he 

t information in a time unit. 

If awareness processes of “current status” a

SA 

tly reading of data and the other requires complicated computing), we add different 

weight values to iS  and iT  in formula 3 to solve this problem. 

Def. 5 Average BSI processing speed  Suppose an oper SA

mation in time period t , then average BSI processing speed is v. 

）（4
SA

v
t


  

v can be used to assess the basic SA ability of operators. In some complicated cases, 

trend

4. Demo 

se there is a sports  moving on the road. Total number of possible positions 

is 64

SA  can be expressed as superposition of increment about current status information and 

s information. 

Suppo car

2

 because the average velocity of a sports car is higher than that of a tank. Then range 

of current status information 64a  and range of trends information 64b . Hence the 

amount of BSI is bitTSSA 1264log2  . That means operator needs to process at 

least 12bit information to corre he situation of the sports car. 

If there are 4 sports cars on the road, new information is added into the s

ctly u

of 

nderstand t

ituation since 

oper

, the amount of information is M, 

In con BS n of a car in this scenario is: 

ator needs to distinguish among cars. Code these 4 cars with 00, 01, 10 and 11, and 

then it takes no more than 2 times to tell which car it is. 

Generally speaking, if there are m cars on the road

m2log . In scenarios above, 4m , so M equals 2bit. 

clusion, the amount I to describe situatio

M 

bitMTSSA 144log64log64log 222   

The result of SA shows that operator has to process no less than 14bit nformation in a 

time

 i

 unit, otherwise he cannot obtain effective awareness of the situation. In other words, 
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he can’t precisely describe the situation of a certain car. 

For a COP which includes 4 cars and the number of positions for each car is 64, the 

amount of BSI in it is: 

MTSSA bitM 284log)4log64log64(log 2222    ）（

5. Necessary conditions for dual-agent collaboration 

 analyze requirement of 

infor

at node i has to process is , and average BSI processing 

spee

o C2 nodes is less 

than

Relying on definition and calculation methods above, we can

mation processing ability for multi-agent collaboration. Suppose there are two 

decision-making nodes in a C2 relationship network [9], here we call it C2 node, and these 

two C2 nodes need to collaborate with each other. Each C2 node may have different 

requirements for SA during collaboration. For example, in the above-mentioned cases, for 

one C2 node it needs 16 position units to correctly describe position of a situation element 

because its tasks require high accuracy. But the other C2 node only needs 8 position units. 

Under the circumstances, two C2 nodes have different demands for information 

processing speed, and there’s no need for these C2 nodes to process the same bits 

information in a time unit.  

If the amount of BSI th iSA

d of i is iv , jSA and jv  for C2 node j, the amount of information to be exchanged is  

ijSA , then conditions for these C2 nodes to collaborate effectively are: 

Condition 1: difference of information processing time between tw

 ,  

）（5





j

ijj

i

iji

v

SASA

v

SASA
 

 is the maximum difference in information processing time of two C2 nodes that 

can be

 to modify formula 5 if processing speeds of current 

statu

or SA and mutual communication 

must

 accepted during collaboration. This condition reflects degree of synchronization 

between two C2 nodes. If one C2 node processes BSI much faster than the other, they 

cannot have efficient collaboration. 

Weighting methods can be used

s information and trends information are different. 

Besides Condition 1, it is required that the time f

 be less than the circle of situation information updating so that mutual collaboration 

can be achieved.. 
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Condition 2: time to exchange information is less than BSI updating circle 0t , 

）（60tv

SASA ijj 
0tv

SASA 

i

iji   and 
j

   

This condition indicates that if operators haven’t finished processing previous BSI 

but 

weighting methods can also be used here to modify the formula if processing 

spee

6. Conclusion  

of the amount of BSI is an essential issue needed to be solved in 

resea
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